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ILR Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 192 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.6in.How do
corporations achieve change In the first analytic book about Hewlett-Packard, Deone Zell also
offers an ethnography of corporate redesign, documenting Hewlett-Packards radical
reorganization of both a manufacturing and a research division. Because she writes from within
the process as it unfolds, Zell is able to demonstrate how the inclusion of employees in every step of
redesign can inspire the knowledge and commitment to transform an organization. HewlettPackard is among a growing number of companies in the United States exploring what is called
sociotechnical systems (STS) redesign. As competitive pressures have grown, interest in STS has
increased because it has the potential to catalyze comprehensive organizational change and avoid
the pitfalls of a piecemeal or small-scale approach. STS works from the ground up, involving frontline employees in analysis and redesign of the entire organization and in explicit examination of an
organizations culture. In Hewlett-Packards California Personal Computer Division, production
operators worked alongside managers to redesign their printed circuit assembly line into selfmanaging teams of employees. In the Santa Clara Division, a very different workforce of engineers,
initially unwilling to standardize their creativity, had to develop commercial applications...
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Reviews
The best publication i ever study. It is really basic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of your publication. Your lifestyle period is going to be
enhance as soon as you total reading this article publication.
-- Ashton K a ssulke
Very good eBook and valuable one. This is for anyone who statte that there was not a worth reading. You will not truly feel monotony at at any time of
your own time (that's what catalogs are for concerning if you question me).
-- Ms. O na Muller
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